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As policymakers finalize details in President Joe
Biden’s Build Back Better agenda, this analysis
provides new data showing how different policy
compromises can impact individual families.
House Ways and Means Chairman Richard
Neal’s Build Back Better Act offers the most
effective paid family and medical leave policy
for the range of caregiving needs across a
lifespan.

The Build Back Better Act
would provide working people
in the United States:
 Up to 12 weeks of paid
leave:
o For their own serious
health conditions
o To welcome a newborn,
newly adopted or foster
child
o To care for a family
member with a serious
health condition
o For military caregiving
purposes
 Three days for bereavement
leave after the death of a
parent, spouse or child

Life calls. Whether due to a worker’s own illness
like COVID-19, the illness, injury or disability of a
family member, or a major life event like having a
child, every worker needs to take time off at some
point. But nearly eight in 10 workers do not have
access to paid family leave at work, and six in 10
lack personal medical leave through an
employer’s temporary disability insurance.1 If
everyone had national paid leave, a typical worker
who takes 12 weeks of family or medical leave in a
given year would receive almost $8,700 in
benefits from the program.2 That’s equivalent to
nearly eight months in rent, more than eleven months of child care payments or
almost thirteen months of food.3 While this brief is focused on the direct benefits of a
federal paid leave policy to individuals and families, a lack of family policies like paid
leave and adequate child care costs the U.S. economy upwards of $650 billion per year,
or nearly 3 percent of total GDP. 4
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Table 1: Benefit Based on Number of Weeks Taken, for High-, Mid-, and LowWage Workers. (These data, with additional weeks of leave, are reflected in the graph
below.)
“Low” Earner Benefit

Median Earner Benefit

“High” Earner Benefit

# of Weeks Taken

($34.6k annual)

($51.5k annual)

($81k annual)

12 weeks

$6,384

$8,661

$11,734

9 weeks

$4,788

$6,495

$8,800

Notes: 12 weeks is the maximum benefit under the FMLA; nine weeks is the average length of leave in
states with paid family and medical leave policies. 5

All Workers, Regardless of Current Access, Will Benefit from Paid
Leave

About one-third of workers – including 36 percent of Black workers and nearly half of Latinx
workers – have no access to any form of paid time off.6 Low-wage workers, disproportionately
women and people of color,7 are the least likely to have paid sick days, and only 5 percent of the
lowest-paid workers have access to paid family leave.8 A majority of low-wage workers are
ineligible for even unpaid leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA),9 and low-wage
workers are especially likely to report financial hardship due to lack of pay during leave,
including needing to borrow money or use public assistance.10 Some of the most vulnerable
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workers during the pandemic – cashiers, servers and domestic workers, among others – have the
least access to paid days off.11 In recent surveys, two-thirds of those who need leave but don’t
take it say they are unable to take leave because they cannot afford it.12 These workers would
benefit the most from the additional income through this policy. For example, someone making
$15 per hour who would previously have lost nine weeks of income from an unpaid leave would
instead see their pre-tax take home pay increase by $4,300, or 17 percent above what they
would’ve received without a national paid leave program.13
But all workers will benefit from federal paid leave. Just 21 percent currently have dedicated paid
family leave, and 40 percent have personal medical leave. That means a majority of those
workers will likely deplete vacation or personal time in order to face a family or medical issue –
and will often still fall short during serious health and caregiving episodes. Even among workers
who currently have some form of paid time off, the amounts available are typically modest.
Among workers who have access to one or more of these benefits, the median amount:
 of paid sick leave provided is just seven days;
 of vacation, a median of 10 days; or,
 of consolidated PTO, a mean of 14 days.14
Access to 12 weeks of paid family and medical leave will ensure these workers are not forced to
choose between using sick time to stay home with the flu and having adequate time to recover
from childbirth or care for an older parent.

New Parents Will Benefit from Federal Paid Leave
While medical leave is the most common use of unpaid leave under the Family and Medical
Leave Act, the birth or adoption of a child accounts for one out of every five instances of FMLA
leave, or more than 3 million instances per year.15 National paid family leave would allow parents
to stay home with a new child without fear of income loss, and would cover $6,000-8,000 for a
typical working parent, based on the average length of leave new parents take.16 Further, studies
show that paid maternity leave improves outcomes for mothers and children in terms of physical
and mental health, especially for Black and Latina mothers and their children.17 Taking at least
twelve weeks of paid leave maximizes benefits such as reduced risk of post-partum depression
and increased likelihood of breastfeeding, and would result in an estimated 600 fewer infant and
post-neonatal deaths per year.18

Progressive Benefits Work Toward Income and Racial Equity
Under the Build Back Better Act, the rate of income replacement to workers who take paid leave
is progressive, or on a sliding scale to ensure that workers with low incomes can afford to take
leave. For example, someone who makes $15 per hour makes $600 per week for full-time work;
under a progressive paid leave program, they would receive 80 percent of that, or $480 for one
week of leave. Meanwhile, someone making $30 per hour ($62,400 annually) would see a lower
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replacement rate of around 67 percent. For those who make more than $100,000 per year, the
replacement rate is less than 55%, and the total benefit amount is effectively flat for those who
make above $250,000.19
Due to racial and gender pay gaps, a flat wage replacement rate would exacerbate existing racial
and gender inequities and prevent the lowest-income workers from being able to access leave.
A progressive rate, by contrast, partially mitigates those inequities and helps ensure that the
low-income workers and workers of color who have historically had the least access to leave are
able to take it. However, until there is pay parity, paid leave is still likely to distribute more funds
to those with higher incomes. Table 2 shows that white workers who take 27 days of leave will
receive more than black workers who take 50 days of leave, due to such pay disparities. Women
will likely receive more than men, with higher replacement rates, since they are likely to take
longer durations of leave because they typically carry the burden of caregiving in families.

Table 2: Typical Benefit by Demographics of FMLA Usage
Wage

Average length of most

Median Wage

Replacement

recent FMLA leave

(BLS data)

Rate

(days)

Annual Benefit

Female

$46,748

72.9%

43.6

$4,614

Male

$56,888

69.8%

20.8

$3,238

White

$52,624

70.8%

27.3

$3,998

Black

$41,548

75.5%

51.1

$3,294

Asian American

$66,612

67.4%

44.8

$5,249

Latinx

$40,508

76.1%

38.8

$3,118

Low-wage worker

$34,580

79.4%

22.1

$3,242

Median-wage worker

$51,480

72.9%

32.6

$3,897

Length of leave is based on average days taken for most recent qualifying FMLA leave from demographicspecific FMLA data.20 Data reflect length of leave from paid leave states only, to reflect tendencies of leave
taking when paid leave is available.
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